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Gender pay gap in Madrid, Client Partner Puri Paniagua for RTVE
Madrid, Spain – Workplace gender equality is the subject of research and discussion all over the world. While
the specific numbers and reasons for the pay gap differ, the problem still persists. Pedersen & Partners’ Client
Partner Puri Paniagua analyses the gender pay gap in the region in an interview with Spain’s national
broadcaster RTVE.
The corporate world welcomed the arrival of women more than
40 years ago. Cultural norms changed, university programmes
were established and enabling infrastructures were put into
place, but at the professional and executive levels, women
continue to lag behind in overall workforce participation. The
objective of gender parity has still not been achieved for female
hiring, promotion and retention rates.
Spanish labour unions confirm that the gender pay gap is still
an issue. In the Community of Madrid, female employees
receive about EUR 7,000 less than their male counterparts. As
nd
European Equal Pay Day was celebrated on February 22 , the district recorded its worst data in years, with a
pay gap of almost 27%. According to the Spanish General Union of Workers, the average pay difference is
around EUR 7,370. More than 800 companies have implemented pay equity strategies, but according to the
Spanish Socialist Workers Party, only three out of every ten new job opportunities created in 2015 in the
Community of Madrid were designed for women. However, the Madrid administration disputes this, and says
that 49% of new jobs in its community are aimed at women, and that the pay gap has been reduced by six
measurement units over the last few years.
Ms. Paniagua explains why companies end up promoting male managers over female ones: “Recruitment
companies do not set gender limitations, but it seems that there are still more male than female managers. We
request pay equality in the workplace, but we cannot seem to be able to enforce it in the household. Husbands
take care of only 20-30% of the housework, and this is not right. If a woman accepts this situation, she must
understand that her career will be affected. Equality needs to start at home,” Ms. Paniagua concluded.
This impact is reflected in the numbers, with 70% of all executive jobs being offered to men and only 30% to
women.
Pedersen & Partners is one of the fastest-growing, fully integrated Executive Search firms worldwide; it is 100%
owned by its partners who all work full-time to serve its clients. The firm celebrated its 15th anniversary in
January
2016,
and
to
mark
this
occasion,
it
has
created
a
timeline
web
page
https://pedersenandpartners.com/15th-anniversary/company-timeline, featuring key milestones for the firm’s
development and has released an anniversary video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uOy0i_FBkgI.
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Puri Paniagua is a Client Partner at Pedersen & Partners. Ms. Paniagua brings a successful
record of experience in the Executive Search industry, having successfully completed many senior
level and executive level search assignments in her career, also gaining experience in
management audit and coaching in the Technology, Professional Services and Consumer Goods
sectors. Before establishing her career in Executive Search, she previously worked with Accenture
for over twenty years, where she was a Partner.
Pedersen & Partners is a leading international Executive Search firm. We operate 56 wholly owned offices in 52 countries
across Europe, the Middle East, Africa, Asia & the Americas. Our values Trust, Relationship and Professionalism apply to
our interaction with clients as well as executives. More information about Pedersen & Partners is available at
www.pedersenandpartners.com
If you would like to conduct an interview with a representative of Pedersen & Partners, or have other media-related requests,
please contact: Diana Danu, Marketing and Communications Manager at: diana.danu@pedersenandpartners.com

